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Understanding the complex multiphase properties of Ce and its alloys remains a long-standing scientific
challenge. Here, we report experimental observations of the shock responses of Ce-5wt. %La alloy dynamically
compressed up to 20 GPa using plate-impact shock experiments. The Ce-5wt. %La alloy is observed to undergo
a volume collapse phase transition (PT) from the γ to the α phase with a volume change of ∼20% and the
shock-compression PT region is found to be between 0.997 and 4.835 GPa. Thermodynamic analysis shows
that the few La additives markedly elevate the PT threshold pressure of Ce. The obtained experimental P − V
and us − up results confirm the validity of the law of additive volumes for ideal mixtures for Ce-5wt. %La in
an experimental pressure range from the α phase to the liquid phase. These data and observations can provide
a better understanding of the multiphase properties of dynamically compressed Ce and its alloys, and have
potential industrial applications in the synthesis of new materials at high pressures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Accurate knowledge of the thermodynamical behavior of
materials under dynamic compression is of significance in
fundamental science and engineering applications [1–4], mak-
ing an examination of the dynamic responses and related
physical properties of materials of interest a high priority.
The rare earth element Ce has received considerable atten-
tions from the scientific community due to its complex phase
diagram and phase transition (PT) dynamics [3,5–9]. Among
the PTs between the seven allotropic phases (α, β, γ , δ, α′,
α′′, ε) of Ce currently distinguished, the most well-known
is the γ → α isostructural PT, which is accompanied by a
drastic volume change (up to 16.5%) [10]. Numerous studies
have been dedicated to clarifying the underlying mechanisms
of this unusual low-stress isostructural volume collapse PT
via both theoretical modeling and experiments [7,11–13].
As explained by Nikolaev and Tsvyashchenko [9], the list
of historical theoretical models for the γ → α PT can be
given as: (1) The promotional model, which suggests that
the localized (core-level-like) f electron becomes itinerant
(valencelike) while the γ → α PT occurs, i.e., the electronic
configuration follows the transition (γ -Ce) 4 f 15d16s2 →
4 f 05d26s2 (α-Ce). However, this model is not supported
by the results of positron-annihilation experiments [14,15],
Compton scattering [16], inelastic neutron scattering [17,18],
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or density functional theory (DFT) calculations [19], in which
almost no change in the 4 f occupancy is observed. (2) The
orbital-selective Mott-like (localization-delocalization) transi-
tion within the Hubbard model [20], which assumes that the
number of 4 f electrons remains constant upon the γ → α PT,
but their features change from localized in the γ phase to itin-
erant in the α phase. The physics of this model is thus dictated
by the balance between the on-site Coulomb repulsion energy
U and the 4 f bandwidth W , i.e., the ratio U/W . Although
U and W can be deduced from photoemission and inverse
photoemission experiments [9,20], the determination of these
two parameters is still ambiguous and challenging. (3) The
Kondo volume collapse (KVC) model [21,22], which hypoth-
esizes that the 4 f electron stays localized in both the γ and
α phases, but its interaction with band electrons at the Fermi
level is more intense in the α phase. Furthermore, the Kondo
hybridization between the 4 f electron and the conducting
valence electrons varies with the volume change during the
PT process. Recently, Zhu et al. [13] studied the γ → α PT in
single crystalline Ce thin films by using angle-resolved pho-
toemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements and DFT
calculations. Their results showed that the change in the f − c
hybridization correlates with the suppression of the γ → α

PT, and were thus consistent with the scenario of the KVC
model. However, the ARPES measurements carried out by Wu
et al. [23] suggested that the Kondo and Mott mechanisms can
coexist (or even act cooperatively) to give rise to an intriguing
electronic phase with coherent 4 f quasiparticle bands, agree-
ing well with itinerant 4 f calculations and exhibiting unusual
temperature dependence.
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Shock-wave experiments are well suited to the examination
of high-pressure PT and can provide essential information
for evaluating and checking the validity of theoretical mod-
els. Such experiments have been widely applied to measure
high-pressure equations of state (EOS) [1,2,4,24–29], PT
[5–8,11,30–32], and other dynamic processes [33,34]. How-
ever, for metals and alloys with complex PT behaviors under
low and moderate shock pressures, it is difficult to exper-
imentally study their dynamical multiphase properties, and
locating phase boundaries and obtaining Hugoniot data for
relevant phases remains a scientific challenge. A series of
shock compression experiments have been performed, mainly
aiming at the unusual and interesting high-pressure behavior
of Ce including the low-stress isostructural volume collapse
PT from γ to α [7,11] and moderate-pressure shock melting
[3,8]. These experiments have provided essential information
for understanding the multiphase behaviors of Ce and con-
structing its multiphase EOS.

Compared to pure elemental Ce, Ce-based alloys with few
element additives can have much richer phase diagrams, en-
abling novel physics to be observed. Among the Ce-based
alloys, Ce-La alloys are the main components of a “Mis-
chmetal” mixture of rare earth elements making up the
negative electrode in nickel metal hydride batteries, which has
attracted upsurging interests for its applications in electronic
components and “green” technologies [35–37]. In addition,
Ce and La are neighbors in the periodic table and they have
approximately equal atomic volumes, melting points, and
boiling points, which provide a unique opportunity for cre-
ating a continuous series of ideal solid solutions [38] and
investigating the effects of alloy additions on the thermody-
namic behavior of a Ce matrix. Furthermore, a Ce-La alloy
with a 5 wt. % of La additives (Ce-5wt. %La) is found to
have similar bulk properties and phase transformation fea-
tures to heavy actinide series materials with a few atomic
percent additives. It can thus be considered as a surrogate
for the latter [39] because of their similarity. The study
of Ce-5wt. %La is therefore expected to provide valuable
information for understanding the PT kinetics and related
physical properties of the heavy actinide series materials and
developing reliable theoretical models. Knowledge of the
thermodynamic behavior of a dynamically compressed Ce-La
alloy is not only of theoretical significance but is also very
valuable for examining the shock response of this alloy. Up
until now, however, shock compression data have only been
made available for pure Ce and La [3,5–8,11,33,40,41]. For
Ce-La alloys, experimental and theoretical results under pres-
sure are limited to static compression at room temperature
[42,43] and no shock-wave data have been reported in the
literature. Thus, there exists an unexplored “blank” in their
shock compression properties. Therefore, in order to examine
the shock response of dynamically compressed Ce-5wt. %La
alloy at low and moderate shock pressures, in this work, we
design and perform plate-impact shock compression exper-
iments using a high-performance powder gun shock wave
generating facility coupled with a laser-interferometry veloc-
ity measurement system. The experiments enable us to obtain
the shock Hugoniot of the Ce-5wt. %La alloy, observe a
shock-induced volume collapse PT at low pressure, locate its
shock-compression PT regime, and examine the effects of a

FIG. 1. A schematic experimental configuration. The flyer is ac-
celerated by the φ37 powder gun facility and then impacts the Ce-La
at a velocity of uf to produce a shock wave to compress the sample
to the desired Hugoniot states. Velocity histories are measured by
multiple DPS probes. Probes DPS-1 and DPS-2 are used to measure
the flyer velocity history through the K9 glass and Probes DPS-3,
-4, and -5 are used to measure the particle velocity profile at the
sample-LiF interface through the LiF optical window using Al film
as a reflector.

few La additives on the thermodynamic behavior of Ce. The
newly obtained experimental data can provide essential infor-
mation for understanding the PT kinetics of such Ce-based
alloys under shock compression, developing the multiphase
EOS, and synthesizing new materials at high pressures.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Plate-impact experiments for examining the shock re-
sponse of dynamically compressed Ce-5wt. %La alloy were
performed with a high-performance φ37-mm-diameter pow-
der gun facility together with velocity profile measurements.
Figure 1 schematically shows the experimental configura-
tion,which mainly consists of a flyer backed by a Ce-5wt.
%La sample and a LiF optical window with a ∼10 µm thick-
ness Al film. The Ce-5wt.%La sample and LiF window were
embedded in an annulation made of transparent K9 glass. The
Ce-5wt. %La sample has a measured initial density of 6.693 ±
0.011 g/cm3 and an ambient longitudinal sound velocity of
2.368 ± 0.020 km/s. The flyer was accelerated by the powder
gun facility and then impacted the left surface of the Ce-5wt.
%La. Consequently, a strong shock wave was produced and
compressed the sample up to the desired Hugoniot states. In
the low-pressure regime, for dynamically compressed Ce, a
two-wave structure was previously observed from measured
velocity profiles when a shock-induced PT took place [7]. We
expected such a two-wave structure to appear for the shock-
compressed Ce-5wt. %La alloy at low pressure. Thus, in order
to produce the desired single- and two-wave loading condi-
tions, materials with three different shock impedances, copper
(Cu), 2024 aluminum (2024Al), and Plexiglas (PMMA), were
used to manufacture the flyer. Figure 2 schematically shows
the wave propagation in Lagrangian space-time coordinates
and the corresponding particle velocity profile at the sample-
LiF interface, indicating the wave interactions in the sample
upon two different loading conditions (Case 1 for two-wave
loading and Case 2 for single-wave loading).
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FIG. 2. Wave propagation in Lagrangian space-time coordinates
and the corresponding particle velocity profile at the sample-LiF
interface under two loading cases. (a) The wave propagation and
particle velocity profile in the two-wave loading case. (b) The wave
propagation and particle velocity profile in the single-wave loading
case. The flyer impacts the sample at time t0. In the two-wave loading
case, the two waves arrive at the sample-LiF interface at times t1

and t2, respectively. In the single-wave loading case, the shock wave
arrives at the sample-LiF interface at time t1.

The velocity histories were measured using a Doppler-
pins-system (DPS) velocity interferometer with an operating
wavelength of 1550 nm. In order to improve the measurement
accuracy, multiple DPS probes located at different positions
were used so that the effects of impact tilting could be cor-
rected when determining the wave transit time in the sample
(see Figure 1). By assembling the LiF optical window and
transparent K9 glass as shown in Fig. 1, the velocity measure-
ments enabled us to track the velocity evolution of the flyer
and record the shock history in the sample and LiF window in
a single shot. Figure 3 shows typical measurement signals de-
tected by the DPS in two shots (shots 3 and 5) under different
loading conditions. Using the plate-impact shock compression
technique, we successfully realized both single-and two-wave
loading conditions for the Ce-5wt. %La alloy, as can be clearly
observed from the measured particle velocity profiles at the
sample-LiF interface. The velocity measurements provided
essential information on the flyer impact velocity, u f , the
particle velocity at the sample-LiF interface, up,W , and the
wave transit time in the sample, �t . Then, the Lagrangian
wave velocity in the sample, us, could be determined from
the measured transit time for the shock to traverse the sam-
ple, i.e., us = d0/�t , where d0 is the initial thickness of the
sample. Note that for two-wave loading (shot 5), two wave
velocities were obtained as us,P1 = d0/�t1 for the P1 wave
and us,P2 = d0/�t2 for the P2 wave, where �t1 = t1 − t0 and
�t2 = t2 − t0 are the wave transit times of the P1 and P2
waves in the sample, respectively. The obtained flyer impact
velocity, the particle velocity at the sample-LiF interface, and
the wave velocity in the sample coupled with the known
shock response of the flyer (Cu, 2024Al, and PMMA) and
the LiF optical window [28,44] enabled us to determine the
Hugoniot state (P − V − up data) of the Ce-5wt. %La alloy

FIG. 3. The flyer velocity history and particle velocity profile
at the sample-LiF interface for two different loading cases. (a) The
measured result in shot 5 with two-wave loadings (the P1 wave and
P2 wave). (b) The measured result in shot 3 with single-wave loading.
The value of uf is the impact velocity of the flyer on the sample, t0

represents the time of the shock entering the sample, and t1 and t2 are
the times of the shock arrivals at the sample-LiF interface.

by impedance matching methods and wave profile analysis.
The Hugoniot parameters and densities of the Cu, 2024Al,
PMMA and LiF used in the impedance matching calculations
and wave profile analysis are shown in Table I.

According to the wave profile analysis method presented
by Asay et al. [45], the differential relations between the
changes in the particle velocity and the pressure of the LiF
window (dup,LiF and dpLiF ) and the in situ values in the sample
(dup and dp) are given as

dup = 1

2

(
dup,LiF + dpLiF

ρ0uS

)

dp = 1

2
(dpLiF + ρ0uSdup,LiF ), (1)

where ρ0 is the initial density of the Ce-5wt. %La alloy sample
before a pressure increment and uS is the Lagrangian wave ve-
locity in the Ce-5wt. %La sample, corresponding to a pressure
increment in the profile.

TABLE I. The Hugoniot parameters and densities of the Cu,
2024 Al, PMMA impactors and LiF window used in the impedance
matching calculations and wave profile analysis. Note: C0 and S are
the fitted parameters in the linear relation of us = C0 + Sup. Here us

and up are shock velocity and particle velocity, respectively.

Hugoniot parameter

Material Density(g/cm3) C0(km/s) S Reference

Cu 8.933 3.933 1.50 Ref. [28]
2024Al 2.784 5.33 1.34 Ref. [44]
PMMA 1.18 2.58 1.53 Ref. [44]
LiF 2.64 5.15 1.35 Ref. [44]
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The density states in the sample can be determined from the
in-situ pressure histories in the sample, which are given as,

de = dp

ρ0u2
S

, (2)

where e is the engineering strain, defined as e = 1 − ρ0/ρ

and with a value of zero for the initial state (i.e., e0 = 0).
Under the single-wave loading case [see Fig. 3(b)], the

pressure (ppeak), particle velocity (up,peak), and compressed
density (ρpeak) corresponding to the peak loading state can be
determined by Eqs. (1) and (2) coupled with the measured
wave velocity (uS) and sample-LiF interface particle velocity
(upeak,LiF), which are given as

up,peak = 1

2

(
upeak,LiF + ppeak,LiF

ρ0uS

)

ppeak = 1

2
(ppeak,LiF + ρ0uSupeak,LiF )

ρpeak = ρ0

1 − ppeak

ρ0u2
S

, (3)

where ppeak,LiF is the peak pressure in the LiF window un-
der shock loading and is calculated using the formula of
ppeak,LiF = ρ0,LiF(C0,LiF + SLiF upeak,LiF )upeak,LiF according to
its Hugoniot parameters of C0,LiF and SLiF and the measured
upeak,LiF.

Under the two-wave loading case [see Fig. 3(a)], the data
processing includes two steps. Firstly, according to the mea-
sured wave velocity (uS,P1) for the P1 wave and sample-LiF
interface particle velocity (up1,LiF),we can obtain the pressure
(pPT ), particle velocity (up,PT ), and compressed density (ρPT )
corresponding to the PT threshold state using Eqs. (1) and (2),
which are given as

up,PT = 1

2

(
up1,LiF + p1,LiF

ρ0uS,P1

)

pPT = 1

2
(p1,LiF + ρ0uS,P1up1,LiF )

ρPT = ρ0

1 − pPT

ρ0u2
S,P1

, (4)

where p1,LiF = ρ0,LiF(C0,LiF + SLiF up1,LiF )up1,LiF is the first-
shock pressure in the LiF window under P1 wave loading.
Secondly, for the following P2 wave loading, the corre-
sponding pressure (ppeak), particle velocity (up,peak), and
compressed density (ρpeak) can be determined by integrating
Eqs. (1)and(2) starting from the PT threshold state of the
sample and the first-shocked state of the LiF window, which
are given as

up,peak = up,PT + 1

2
(upeak,LiF − up1,LiF )

+ 1

2ρPT uS,P2
(ppeak,LiF − p1,LiF )

ppeak = pPT + 1

2
(ppeak,LiF − p1,LiF )

+ 1

2
ρPT uS,P2(upeak,LiF − up1,LiF )

ρpeak = 1

1
ρPT

− ppeak − pPT

ρ2
PT u2

S,P2

, (5)

where upeak,LiF is the particle velocity corresponding to the
second plateau of the sample-LiF interface particle velocity
profile [see Fig. 3(a)], ppeak,LiF is the shock pressure in the
LiF window under the P2 wave loading and is obtained using
the Hugoniot parameters C0,LiF and SLiF and the measured
upeak,LiF, and uS,P2 is the Lagrangian wave velocity for the P2
wave.

In addition, both for the single-wave loading and the P2
wave loading in the two-wave case, the peak states can also be
determined using the standard impedance matching methods
coupled with the measured flyer impacting velocity and wave
velocity in the sample and the Hugoniot parameters of the
flyer material, which can be cross-checked with the results
from wave profile analysis. It is notable that the initial state
values used in the impedance matching calculations, including
the initial pressure, density, and particle velocity, are different
for the single-wave loading and the P2 wave loading under
the two-wave case. For single-wave loading, the used values
of the initial pressure and particle velocity are zero and the
used initial density is 6.693 g/cm3. For the P2 wave loading
under the two-wave case, the used values of the initial pres-
sure, particle velocity, and density are pPT , up,PT , and ρPT ,
respectively, which need to be determined in advance by wave
profile analysis.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. PT observations and PT threshold pressure determinations

Using the experimental method described in Sec. II, a
total of seven experimental shots were performed with flyer
impact velocities in the range of 0.364–1.527 km/s and the
resulting peak pressures were determined to be in the range
of 0.995–20.01 GPa. Relevant experimental parameters and
measured results for shock compression experiments of the
Ce-5wt. % La alloy are shown in Table II. Figure 4 shows
the evolution of the measured particle velocity profiles at
the sample-LiF interface with various peak loading pressures
and flyer impact velocities. Wave profile measurements, in-
cluding velocity and pressure profiles, can provide important
information on the PTs of materials of interest under shock
compression [7,11,46]. It can be clearly observed that the
wave configuration changes from single-wave to two-wave,
and then to single-wave again with an increase in the peak
loading pressure. For shot 7 with the lowest peak pressure
of Ppeak = 0.995 GPa, a single-wave ramp wave loading is
observed at the PMMA flyer velocity of 0.364 km/s. Such
ramp wave loading is remarkably different from a shock jump
and can be considered to be an isentropic compression pro-
cess according to the result obtained for pure Ce by El’kin
et al. [47]. When the Ppeak increases and reaches 2.487 GPa
with a flyer (2024Al) velocity of 0.420 km/s (shot 6) and
3.251 GPa with a flyer (Cu) velocity of 0.407 km/s (shot
5), respectively, the compression waves in the Ce-5wt. %La
alloy split into two waves, a ramp wave (P1 wave) followed
by a slow shock wave (P2 wave), which is a typical shock-
jump characteristic. Thus, for the loading conditions of shots
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FIG. 4. The evolution of the measured particle velocity profiles
at the sample-LiF interface with the peak loading pressure. Note that
the signal is shifted along the time axis for different shots. PPT and
Ppeak represent the PT threshold pressure and peak loading pressure,
respectively.

5 and 6, a two-wave configuration with the participation of
isentropic and shock waves is realized [47], similar to the
findings in shock compression experiments for pure Ce in the
low pressure γ → α PT regime [7,11]. Further analysis shows
that the P1 wave velocities in both shots 5 and 6 are found to
have close values of us,P1

∼= 1.728 km/s, although the peak
loading pressures of these two shots are different. The wave
velocities are markedly lower than the ambient longitudinal
sound velocity of the Ce-5wt. %La alloy with a value of
2.368 km/s, showing that the formation of the two-wave par-
ticle velocity profiles is caused by the shock-induced γ → α

PT of the Ce-5wt. %La alloy but not the elastic-to-plastic tran-
sition. Under the two-wave loading condition, the P1 phase
precursor wave first isentropically compressed the Ce-5wt.
%La alloy into the PT threshold state and the following P2
shock wave then drove the sample to transform from the γ

phase to the denser α phase. Thus, the observed compression
wave splitting and formation of the two-wave structure can
provide essential information and convincing evidence for
analyzing the PT behavior of the dynamically compressed
Ce-5wt. %La alloy. Using the obtained two-wave particle
velocity profiles together with the P1 wave velocity, we can
deduce the PT threshold pressure, PPT , of the Ce-5wt. %La
alloy to be 0.997 GPa based on wave profile analysis, a value
slightly higher than the peak loading pressure of shot 7. In
Fig. 4, we can also see that when the Ppeak further climbs
up to 5.148 GPa or higher in shots 1–4, the two-wave struc-
ture disappears and a single-wave shock jump is observed,
which provides evidence that the γ → α PT regime end pres-
sure of the Ce-5wt. %La alloy is not beyond 5.148 GPa,
since the formation of the single-shock wavefront is only
possible in the pressure range exceeding the PT completion
pressure [47]. Thus, the obtained particle velocity profiles
at the sample-LiF interface clearly show the occurrence of
the γ → α PT of the dynamically compressed Ce-5wt. %La
alloy when the peak loading pressure Ppeak is in the range of
0.997 ∼ 5.148 GPa. Furthermore, it is notable that in shots

FIG. 5. The shock-wave velocity vs particle velocity for the Ce-
5wt. %La alloy. The red solid circle and star represent our measured
data and the deduced phase transition endpoint, respectively. The
blue solid line is the linear fitting result using the experimental
us − up data for the Ce-5wt. %La alloy. The magenta dashed line
is calculated using the Hugoniot parameters for pure Ce and La by
the law of additive volumes of ideal mixtures.

5 and 6, when the Ppeak reaches 3.251 and 2.487 GPa, re-
spectively, although the P2 wave profile and corresponding
wave velocity(us,P2) are different from the P1 wave profile and
velocity(us,P1), the critical pressures required for PT activa-
tion are almost the same, showing that the PT pressure of the
dynamically compressed Ce-5wt. %La alloy is almost inde-
pendent of the peak state achieved in our considered pressure
ranges.

B. Volume collapse and PT region determinations

Using the plate-impact shock loading technique, the ther-
modynamic spaces achieved in our experiments cover a range
from the solid γ phase to the α phase and then to the liquid
phase, providing essential information for locating the phase
boundary and determining the PT regime of the dynamically
compressed Ce-5wt. %La alloy. Figure 5 shows the measured
data of the shock wave velocity (us) vs particle velocity (up)
for the Ce-5wt.%La alloy. When the particle velocity reaches
∼0.087 km/s or lower, the Ce-5wt. %La alloy is located in
the solid γ phase region and no PT occurs since only a single
ramp wave is observed (see shot 7 in Fig. 4). When the particle
velocity exceeds ∼0.087 km/s and is lower than ∼0.438
km/s, the shock-induced γ → α PT of the Ce-5wt. %La alloy
takes place and a discontinuity is clearly observed in the
us − up plane (see 1© → 2© in Fig. 5). This discontinuity can
be attributed to the compression wave splitting and the forma-
tion of the two-wave structure when the PT occurs because the
two waves propagate in the sample at different wave speeds,
i.e., us,P1 for the P1 wave and us,P2 for the P2 wave (see shots
5 and 6 in Fig. 4). When the PT occurs in our experiments, the
P1 wave speed (us,P1) is found to basically maintain a constant
value of 1.728 km/s but the P2 wave speed (us,P2) gradu-
ally rises with the increase in the peak loading pressure (see
2© → 4© in Fig. 5). When the particle velocity reaches ∼0.438
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km/s or even higher, the thermodynamic spaces contain both
the solid α phase and the liquid regime, and the obtained
us − up data in both phases are found to be approximately
located on one line, which has a linear fitting relation of us =
0.971 + 1.810up. Note that in our experiments, the achieved
highest-pressure state, i.e., shot 1, is in the liquid phase regime
due to the occurrence of shock melting, which is validated by
our reverse-impact sound velocity measurement and will be
described in another manuscript. The obtained us − up linear
relation in the α and liquid phase regimes provides a hard-won
opportunity to accurately locate the PT end state by extrap-
olating the us − up fitting line, providing a particle velocity
value of ∼0.418 km/s (see point 4© in Fig. 5). At the PT end
state, the P2 wave catches up with the P1 wave (i.e., us =
us,P1 = us,P2 = 1.728 km/s), resulting in the disappearance
of the two-wave structure and the formation of single-wave
shock loading. Therefore, the PT end pressure can be de-
termined to be ∼4.835 GPa using the formula P = ρ0usup,
where ρ0 is the initial density of the Ce-5wt. %La alloy, and
us = 1.728 km/s and up = 0.418 km/s are the shock wave
velocity and particle velocity at the PT end state, respec-
tively. The obtained PT end pressure is consistent with
direct measurements from the particle velocity profile analysis
(<5.148 GPa). According to the deduced particle velocity
at the PT end state, the density of the Ce-5wt. %La alloy
in the denser α phase at the pressure of ∼4.835 GPa can
be also calculated as ρ ∼= 8.825 g/cm3 using the formula
ρ = ρ0us/(us − up). Thus, based on the measured us − up

data, we can accurately locate the phase boundary and de-
termine the PT regime of the Ce-5wt. %La alloy under
dynamical compression in the range of 0.997–4.835 GPa and
7.045−8.825 g/cm3. By defining the volume compression
from the γ phase to the α phase as �Vγ→α/Vγ = 1 − ργ /ρα ,
a large volume collapse of ∼20% was found when the Ce-
5wt. %La alloy transformed from the γ phase with a density
of ργ

∼= 7.045 g/cm3 at a pressure of 0.997 GPa to the α

phase with a density of ρα
∼= 8.825 g/cm3 at a pressure of

∼4.835 GPa. Such a large volume collapse under shock com-
pression was previously observed in pure Ce [7] and it was
considered to be responsible for the splitting of the shock front
and the formation of a two- or multiwave structure when PT
takes place [11].

Figure 6 shows the measured pressure (P) vs volume
(V ) data together with the calculated P − V curves derived
from the experimentally obtained us − up linear fitting re-
lation. The Rayleigh line determined by the initial and PT
threshold states is also shown in Fig. 6, while its slope,
k = (PPT − P0)/(VPT − V0), is associated with the velocity
of the P1 wave, i.e., us,P1 = V0(−k)1/2, where (P0, V0) and
(PPT , VPT ) are the pressure and volume at the initial and
PT threshold states, respectively. According to the Rankine-
Hugoniot (RH) relations [48], for the P2 wave loading, its
wave speed is determined by the PT threshold state and peak
loading state as us,P2 = us,P1 + VPT {[(Ppeak − PPT )/(VPT −
Vpeak )]1/2 − [(PPT − P0)/(V0 − VPT )]1/2} since the PT thresh-
old state is the P2 wave’s initial state. Considering the rela-
tion of [(Ppeak − PPT )/(VPT − Vpeak )]1/2 = [(PPT − P0)/(V0 −
VPT )]1/2 and the result us,P1 = us,P2, when the two-wave
structure disappears, we can also locate the PT end state
of dynamically compressed Ce-5wt. %La alloy using the

FIG. 6. Shock pressure vs volume for the Ce-5wt. %La alloy.
The red solid circle and red solid star represent our measured data
and deduced phase transition endpoint, respectively. The blue solid
and magenta dashed lines are calculated by the experimental us − up

linear fitting relation and by the law of additive volumes of ideal
mixtures. The black dashed line is the Rayleigh line determined from
the initial and PT threshold states.

intersection between the Rayleigh line and the P − V curve
derived from the experimentally obtained us − up linear fitting
relation (see the red solid star in the Figure 6), which gives
a pressure of 4.808 GPa, a density of ργ

∼= 8.814 g/cm3,
and a volume collapse of ∼20%. These values together
with the computed PT regime of 0.997–4.808 GPa and
7.045−8.814 g/cm3 are consistent with the calculation of
0.997–4.835 GPa and 7.045−8.825 g/cm3 deduced from the
us − up data.

The experimentally obtained us − up and P − V data of
the Ce-5wt.%La alloy under shock compression provided a
good opportunity for evaluating the law of additive volumes
of ideal mixtures [49,50]. The law of additive volumes is a
pressure mixing rule, which can be used to obtain the EOS of
a mixture from the data of pure materials under certain condi-
tions [51]. In order to evaluate its applicability to Ce-La alloy,
we calculated the us − up and P − V data of the Ce-5wt.%La
alloy in a pressure range of 4–25 GPa, spanning from α phase
to the liquid phase, based on the law of additive volumes
of ideal mixtures together with the available fitted Hugoniot
parameters, C0 and S, of pure Ce at the pressure of 4–48 GPa
and La at the pressure of 5–22.5 GPa [41] and the calculated
results are plotted in Figs. 5 and 6 for comparisons with the
experiments. It is notable that a basic assumption needs to be
satisfied when calculating the Hugoniot of the Ce-La alloy
from the values of pure Ce and La using the law of additive
volumes. The assumption is that when the Ce-La alloy is
shock compressed no chemical reaction occurs between the
Ce and La and the Ce-La alloy can be regarded as an ideal
mixture of Ce and La [49,50]. As a result, when the Ce-La
alloy is shock compressed the Ce and La of the mixture will
be compressed along their own Hugoniot and then achieve an
equilibrium pressure [49]. The Appendix shows the details of
applying the law of additive volumes to calculate the Hugoniot
of Ca-La from values of pure Ce and La and Table III lists the
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TABLE III. The Hugoniot parameters of pure Ce, La, and Ce-5%wt.La alloy.

Hugoniot parameter

Material C0 (km/s) S Pressure range (GPa) Reference

Ce 0.87 1.90 4 < P < 48 Ref. [41]
La 2.05 1.02 5 < P < 22.5 Ref. [41]
Ce-5%wt.La 0.971 1.81 4.835 < P < 20.01 This work

Hugoniot parameters of pure Ce, La, and Ce-5%wt.La alloy.
From Figs. 5 and 6, it can be clearly seen that the calculations
are in good agreement with the experimental data of the Ce-
5wt.%La alloy, showing that the law of additive volumes of
ideal mixtures is suitable for the Ce-5wt.%La alloy in the ther-
modynamic regime from the α phase to the liquid phase. This
observation is valuable for us in using available shock wave
data for pure Ce and La to predict the shock response of Ce-La
alloys with different La additions when data is not available.

C. Effects of La additives on the thermodynamic behavior of Ce

By varying the atomic percentage of the La additives in
the range of 0–6%, Gschneidner et al. [43] studied the γ →
α transformation of Ce-La alloys under static compression
with a simple piston and cylinder device using glycerin as
the pressure transmitting medium [43]. The PT pressure at
296 K was determined to be 0.97 GPa for Ce95%La5%, where
the subscript represents the atomic percentage (note that the
atomic percentage here is approximately equal to the weight
percent due to the very close molar mass between Ce and
La). Their experimental information indicated that La addi-
tives raised the γ → α transformation pressure of pure Ce
to an amplitude of ∼0.4 kbar/at. % La impurity [43,52],
which can be satisfactorily accounted for by an extension
of the Ramirez-Falicov theory [53]. The recent ARPES ex-
periments together with theoretical calculations within the
scenario of the KVC model demonstrated that La doping
in Ce weaken the f − c hybridization effect and suppressed
the γ → α phase transition of Ce, resulting in greater PT
pressure at room temperature [54]. Because of the lack of
shock wave data, however, these results were limited to static
compression at room temperature. Thus, our experimental
Hugoniot data provide a unique opportunity to examine the
effects of a few La additives on the thermodynamic behav-
ior of Ce under dynamical shock compression. Up to now,
there have been a large number of experimental and theoret-
ical studies aiming at the γ → α PT of Ce under pressure
[3,5–8,11,21,22,33,40,41,55–62]. The PT threshold pressure
of dynamically compressed Ce has been experimentally de-
termined to be 0.76 GPa by Pavlovskii et al. [11] using
explosive driven shock loading together with a pressure pro-
file measurement and to be 0.92 GPa by Jensen and Cherne
[7] using multiple gun driven shock loading together with
a particle velocity profile measurement [7,11]. For the PT
threshold pressure, a large difference of ∼21% is found be-
tween the experiments of Pavlovskii et al. [11] and Jensen
and Cherne [7], while the former was found to be in good
agreement with the calculated results of 0.73 GPa by Elkin
et al. [47,57] using a multiphase EOS. Compared with the

results for pure Ce from Pavlovskii et al. [11] and Jensen and
Cherne [7], our shock compression experiments reveal that
5wt.% La additives raised the γ → α transformation pressure
of Ce to ∼31% and ∼8.4%, respectively, showing that La
additives might play an important role in the PT kinetics of
shock-compressed Ce-La alloys. The La additives inducing
an increase in the γ → α transformation pressure of Ce under
shock compression in our experiment is consistent with the
static experiments of Gschneidner et al. [43] but the obtained
PT threshold pressure (0.997 GPa) is slightly higher than
their static experimental value (0.97 GPa) [43]. This higher
threshold PT pressure value might be attributed to the fact that
the isentropic compression realized in our experiment results
in a slightly higher temperature than the room temperature
maintained during static compression.

In order to further analyze the effects of La additions on
the shock response of Ce, we performed comparisons between
our experimental results for the Ce-5wt.%La alloy and the
available shock wave experimental data for pure Ce and La
both in the us − up and P − V spaces with the pressure range
of [0, 25] GPa [5,7,8,11,41], as shown in Fig. 7. Note that
in Fig. 7, for clarity, we use lines to represent the results for
pure Ce and La in Ref. [41], which were obtained based on
the linear fitting of experimentally determined us − up data.
A summary table gathering the various results from Ce and
Ce-La experiments is shown in Table IV. Furthermore, we
use the law of additive volumes to predict the Hugoniot of the
Ce-La alloys with three higher La additions (25wt.%, 50wt.%,
and 75wt.%, see Fig. 7). From the us − up space, we can see
the results for the Ce-La alloy located between the data for
pure Ce and La, showing that La additions cause an increase
in the parameter C0 and a decrease in S, where C0 and S are the
fitting values of the us − up linear relation of us = C0 + Sup.
With the increase of the La additions, the us − up lines of the
Ce-La alloys gradually approach that of pure La. From the
P − V space, we can see that the results of the Ce-La alloy
are also located between the data of the pure Ce and La, re-
vealing that the La additions decrease the compressibility with
respect to pure Ce. This compressibility decrease can be at-
tributed to the “harder” Hugoniot of La compared with Ce,
especially in the low-pressure region. With the increase in
the La additions, the P − V curve of the Ce-La alloys also
gradually approaches that of pure La. Although the shock
Hugoniot of Ce was affected by La additions, due to very
few La additions in our experiments (5wt.%), both the us − up

and P − V results of the Ce-5wt.%La alloy are very close to
those of pure Ce and only a small difference can be observed
between the Ce-5wt. %La and Ce. Meanwhile, the difference
becomes smaller and smaller with the increase of the shock
(or particle) velocity and shock pressure.
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TABLE IV. Summary of various results for dynamically compressed Ce and Ce-5%wt.La. The uncertainties are shown in the parentheses.

Phase transition state Peak state

Material uS,P1 (km/s) up,PT (km/s) ρPT ( g/cm3) PPT (GPa) uS,P2 (km/s) up,peak (km/s) ρpeak ( g/cm3) Ppeak (GPa)

Ce-5% Experiment – – – – 2.863 (0.057) 1.044 (0.023) 10.54 (0.215) 20.01 (0.328) This work
wt.La

– – – – 2.042 (0.039) 0.596 (0.013) 9.449 (0.193) 8.140 (0.157)
– – – – 1.934 (0.036) 0.528 (0.012) 9.205 (0.188) 6.832 (0.127)
– – – – 1.757 (0.038) 0.438 (0.009) 8.914 (0.182) 5.148 (0.101)

1.728 (0.031) 0.0865 (0.002) 7.045 (0.146) 1.000 (0.023) 1.387 (0.026) 0.317 (0.007) 8.449 (0.174) 3.251 (0.103)
1.725 (0.033) 0.0864 (0.002) 7.045 (0.144) 0.997 (0.022) 1.218 (0.023) 0.260 (0.005) 8.216 (0.170) 2.487 (0.108)

– – – – 1.723 (0.030) 0.0863 (0.002) 7.045 (0.138) 0.995 (0.026)
Ce Experiment 2.03 0.060 6.944 0.76 1.55 0.214 7.813 2.42 Ref. [11]
Ce Experiment 1.599 0.086 7.072 0.920 0.942 0.213 8.174 1.767 Ref. [7]

Calculation – – 7.065 0.70 – – 8.395 1.84
Ce Calculation – – – 0.75 – – – – Ref. [47]
Ce Calculation – – – 0.73 – – – – Ref. [57]
Ce Experiment – – – – 1.723 0.451 – 5.20 Ref. [5]

– – – – 1.724 0.452 – 5.21
– – – – 1.725 0.452 – 5.21
– – – – 1.739 0.459 – 5.35
– – – – 1.723 0.453 – 5.20
– – – – 1.732 0.453 – 5.24
– – – – 1.732 0.457 – 5.27
– – – – 1.725 0.452 – 5.21
– – – – 1.726 0.451 – 5.21
– – – – 1.725 0.452 – 5.23

Ce Experiment – – – – 1.539 (0.027) 0.384 (0.002) – 3.99 (0.060) Ref. [8]
– – – – 1.299 (0.022) 0.307 (0.002) – 2.70 (0.041)
– – – – 1.818 (0.032) 0.509 (0.005) – 6.26 (0.093)
– – – – 2.579 (0.048) 0.885 (0.010) – 15.25 (0.23)
– – – – 1.800 (0.030) 0.482 (0.002) – 5.800 (0.087)
– – – – 2.043 (0.036) 0.598 (0.006) – 8.170 (0.12)
– – – – 2.100 (0.037) 0.684 (0.007) – 9.610 (0.14)
– – – – 2.270 (0.041) 0.730 (0.007) – 11.08 (0.17)
– – – – 2.429 (0.045) 0.790 (0.008) – 12.83 (0.17)
– – – – 2.421 (0.045) 0.752 (0.008) – 12.17 (0.18)

Ce Experiment – – – – 2.377 (0.045) 0.791 (0.008) – 12.57 (0.19) Ref. [8]
– – – – 1.734 (0.022) 0.453 (0.002) – 5.25 (0.053)
– – – – 2.632 (0.030) 0.892 (0.005) – 15.69 (0.12)
– – – – 2.175 (0.060) 0.647 (0.005) – 9.410 (0.19)
– – – – 2.415 (0.020) 0.794 (0.005) – 12.83 (0.10)
– – – – 2.463 (0.040) 0.819 (0.005) – 13.48 (0.15)
– – – – 0.955 (0.010) 0.228 (0.001) – 1.880 (0.03)
– – – – 2.745 (0.028) 0.985 (0.005) – 18.08 (0.15)
– – – – 0.925 (0.005) 0.219 (0.002) – 1.683 (0.011)

Ce Experiment – – – – 1.57 0.39 8.99 4 Ref. [41]
– – – – 1.90 0.50 9.13 6
– – – – 2.33 0.74 9.87 12
– – – – 2.29 0.79 10.32 12
– – – – 2.67 0.94 10.40 17
– – – – 2.64 0.95 10.54 17
– – – – 2.85 1.02 10.52 20
– – – – 3.09 1.18 10.85 24

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have studied the shock response of Ce-
5wt.%La alloy under dynamic compression up to 20 GPa
using plate-impact shock experiments. A shock-induced vol-
ume collapse PT from γ to α was observed and the PT region

was determined to be within the range of [0.997, 4.835] GPa.
The obtained PT threshold pressure in the Ce-5wt.%La alloy
was found to be drastically different from that in pure Ce,
showing that the few La additives have an important effect
on the PT kinetics of dynamically compressed Ce. Based on
the present us − up and P − V data, we have also examined
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FIG. 7. A comparison of the Hugoniot data between the Ce-La
alloy and pure Ce and La. (a) The us − up data of the Ce-La alloys
are compared with the available data for pure Ce and La [5,7,8,41].
(b) The P − V data of the Ce-La alloys are compared with the avail-
able data for pure Ce and La [7,8,11,41]. The experimental results
for pure Ce and La in Ref. [41] are shown by the solid magenta and
black lines, respectively. The calculated results for three La additions
of 25wt. %, 50wt. %, and 75wt. % by the law of additive volumes of
ideal mixtures are also plotted for comparison.

and confirmed the effectiveness of the law of additive vol-
umes of ideal mixtures for a Ce-La alloy system, which can
provide useful information when experimental data for Ce-La
alloys with arbitrary atomic percentages are not available.
Our data and observations can provide essential information
for understanding the multiphase properties and shock re-
sponses of dynamically compressed Ce and its alloys, and
may have potential industrial applications in the synthesis
of new materials at high pressure. Although the thermody-
namic space of Ce-La alloys has been explored, our results
obtained in shock experiments are macroscopic quantities and
the changes in electronic structure under pressure cannot be
directly observed. Because of the lack of direct electronic
structure information under shock loading, except La addi-
tions raising the PT pressure in Ce, it is not clear whether the

underlying electronic picture under dynamical compression is
also consistent with the available static ARPES experiment.
Thus, direct measurements of microscopic information on
electronic properties in Ce-La alloy under shock compression
might be of considerable significance, which will be an im-
portant subject of future research.
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APPENDIX: HUGONIOT CALCULATIONS BASED ON THE
LAW OF ADDITIVE VOLUMES OF IDEAL-MIXTURE

The Hugoniot calculations of the Ce-La alloy were per-
formed using the law of additive volumes of ideal-mixture
[49–51] coupled with the Hugoniot parameters of the pure
Ce and La [41]. According to the law of additive volumes
of ideal-mixture, the pressure and volume of the Ce-La alloy
under shock compression can be described as [49–51],

PCe−La = PCe = PLa
(A1)

VCe−La = (1 − xLa)VCe + xLaVLa

where P and V are pressure and volume along the Hugoniot,
respectively, x is the weight percent, and the subscripts repre-
sent the components of the mixture.

Using the well-known shock Hugoniot relation, the pres-
sure and volume of pure Ce and La along their Hugoniot are
calculated as

PCe = ρ0,Ce(C0,Ce + SCeup,Ce)up,Ce

VCe = 1

ρ0,Ce

C0,Ce + SCeup,Ce − up,Ce

C0,Ce + SCeup,Ce
, (A2)

PLa = ρ0,La(C0,La + SLaup,La)up,La

VLa = 1

ρ0,La

C0,La + SLaup,La − up,La

C0,La + SLaup,La
, (A3)

where ρ0 and up are the initial density and particle velocity,
respectively, and C0 and S are the Hugoniot parameters.

Combining Eqs. (A1)–(A3), the pressure vs volume data
along the Hugoniot of the Ce-La alloy can be obtained ac-
cording to the following steps by changing pressure. The first
step: calculate the particle velocity up and volume V of pure
Ce and La at pressure of P using Eqs. (A2)–(A3). The second
step: calculate the volume V of Ce-La alloy using Eq. (A1).
Repeat these two steps when changing the pressure.

After obtaining the pressure vs volume data along the
Hugoniot the resulting shock-velocity (uS) vs particle velocity
(up) data can be also calculated as

up,Ce−La = √
(PCe−La − P0)(V0,Ce−La − VCe−La)

(A4)

uS,Ce−La = V0,Ce−La

√
PCe−La − P0

V0,Ce−La − VCe−La
,

where P0 = 0 is the initial pressure and V0,Ce−La = 1/ρ0,Ce−La

is the initial volume.
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